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ABSTRACT
In commercial refrigeration market, lots of equipment are installed and exposed to a variety of environment and use
conditions. The owners of these refrigeration equipment, usually the brands of the refrigerated goods (such as ice
creams and beverages), do not have the immediate information about the health of the equipment, quality of their
products or sales. Usually, they have to work reactively; therefore the information comes too late to prevent
cumulative losses. A technology based on Internet of Things was developed to address these usual problems for the
commercial refrigeration market, the information being translated to intelligent actions that aim cost reduction and
increase of sales. Such solution, once being present on a large number of equipments, can bring relevant data to
improve the overall efficiency and quality of the refrigeration systems, contributing to a new reality where these
systems and their components will not only be better developed but better used as well. The platform embraces all
layers of a state of the art IoT application, all of them requiring robustness, expansion capability, data security and
safety to the customer. These layers can be seen as the synergy of different techniques and its interfaces, going from
a diversity of sensors inside a refrigeration system, through the advanced electronics, local algorithms, the
connectivity with the internet and the cloud architecture with all its capabilities to implement intelligent solutions
that transform raw data into value to the customers. Results from a field pilot test will be shown to exemplify real
life conditions that were detected on time to avoid operational costs for the customer.

1. INTRODUCTION
The material to be presented in this paper is related to the use of connectivity solutions embedded in commercial
refrigeration systems and the consequent benefits of having fast access and reactions to the processed data collected
from these systems. The study and pilot addressed mainly the beverage and ice-cream commercial refrigeration
chain and its problems with maintenance and correlated losses to the brands involved.
From the brand point of view, the refrigeration system that keeps the refrigerated products (beverages and icecreams) can be seen as an inconvenient necessity to reach the consumers at the most diverse point of sales (PoS).
Once these refrigeration systems are property of the brands, even being installed inside different PoS, it is the brand
that is responsible to keep them working in good conditions to guarantee that the refrigerated products are exposed
to the consumer all the time and with the desired quality. With that configuration, it is believed that the companies
that manufacture the refrigeration systems are constantly asked to optimize the cost of such systems (because, for
the brands, the systems are an inconvenient necessity). On the other hand, the different use regimes found in
different PoS that are not constantly visible to the brands requires high levels of systems robustness and reliability.
With the proposed connectivity solution, the inefficiencies inherent to this relationship (brand, refrigeration system
and PoS) are minimized in a way that the equipment may not be seem as an inconvenient necessity anymore, but has
a monitored asset that not only is a trustful keeper of the product quality but is also an extension of the brands inside
the PoS, bringing almost real time data of the equipment, of the PoS and even of the consumer behaviors.
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Figure 1 illustrates the most relevant and common steps when a failure event occurs and the brand service team is
called to visit the PoS. Failure event is not only related to the functionality loss of a refrigeration system component,
but is also related to any event that leads to a severe loss of the refrigerated product quality or to the complete loss of
the load. For ice cream cases, it is not unusual to have the full load costing more than the refrigeration system itself.
Conventional steps when a
failure event occurs
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to the PoS

Products are
kept under
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Failure event
occurs
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products is
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Figure 1: Conventional and alternative steps of the commercial refrigeration chain during failure events
A failure event may be, for example, caused by an intentional misuse of the system, when the owner of a PoS
intentionally removes the system from AC power supply to loss the load and get a compensation from the brand for
the product that was lost due to a questionable failure of the refrigeration system. Failure event may be a freezer that
is not able to keep the lower temperatures due to lack of condenser cleaning or because some PoS never removes the
ice formed inside the cabinet. Going further, failures events in real world are diverse and always difficult to track in
the current reality. The response to a failure event is usually reactive and too late. The solution can be a complete
reload of the refrigerated products, that is done several hours after the event, reducing the time the product is
available to the consumer and affecting not only the expenses to solve the failure, but the sales performance. Other
inefficiencies of the current scenario are not necessarily related to a failure event. For example, a refrigeration
system must have its parameters adjusted one by one depending of the type of the PoS, leading to a time consuming
process every time a refrigeration system is installed in a new PoS.
The solution proposed aims to reduce such inefficiencies by giving to the brands, or other players involved, the
almost real time information about the field. The access to this information helps them to take fast decisions, to
optimize their service team and to understand the real causes of each failure event. Additionally, other environment
information can be accessed and used by the sales team, like how many times the door was opened during different
periods of the day, how many people passed in front of the refrigeration system, etc. With the noticeable progress of
sensors, connectivity and internet technologies and consequent cost accessibility to these tools, it is believed that the
commercial refrigeration chain is going to adopt IoT platforms as a regular tool, where all new refrigeration systems
will have a connectivity solution embedded with a set of sensors and processing capabilities.

2. PROPOSED PLATFORM BASED ON INTERNET OF THINGS
Internet of Things is not new to the broader market, but as already mentioned, it has recently become more
accessible. Cost and availability of electronic components are favorable in a way that a basic data logger system can
be part of a refrigeration system. Going further, new connectivity solutions and protocols are being created to
address specifically the internet of things. In such scenario, a remarkable decision point is predictable, where the
costs involved creating an internet of commercial refrigeration things are lower than the benefits delivered by
intelligent decisions based on real and updated data.
Figure 2 shows the main blocks of the proposed IoT platform solution. The platform is composed by a cloud server
properly configured to receive massive quantities of small packs of data from distributed refrigeration systems. At
the cloud layer, the data set is classified, stored and used to supply monitoring logics and algorithms that run
simultaneously for all refrigeration systems. At the cloud, intelligence and decisions are based not only in data sent
from a single refrigeration system, but also based on the analysis of groups of systems, brands, PoS, etc. Each
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system has a set of sensors and an electronic controller with capabilities to run local algorithms, usually the fast ones
that require a processor and the means to sense, for example, electrical phenomena of a compressor, fans, lights, etc.
Cloud architecture
optimized to IoT
demands

Algorithms and
rules running at
cloud platform

Embedded
connection
channel w/
Internet

Structure that also
sends data to all
systems

System w/ sensors
and controllers
running local
algorithms

Managing
solutions as
mobile apps or
websites

Figure 2: An overview of the proposed IoT platform for commercial refrigeration
To make the platform more flexible and expansible, the electronic control is prepared to receive parameters,
commands and software updates. With that configuration, the platform not only reads data from the field, but is also
able to change the behavior of the refrigeration systems. There are relevant benefits in doing that bidirectional data
path, like the possibility of download new algorithms, change parameters according to the type of PoS and
refrigeration system, or send emergency commands to save a load (example: extend a defrost cycle to unlock the
evaporator fan stuck due to excess of ice). Finally, intelligence is delivered through mobile applications or websites,
in such a way the final users can be warned about a failure event, or service and sales teams can make decisions
prior to sending their technicians to the field.

3. AN ADAPTED REFRIGERATION SYSTEM FOR INTERNET OF THINGS
A more detailed description of the physical layers (refrigeration system with its sensors and controllers) is hereafter
described. The proposed solution for an IoT prepared system has two main electronic controllers, one that works as
an advanced thermostat and a second that collects, organizes and send data to the internet cloud platform. The
advanced thermostat unit, to be identified from now as SWU (Switch Unit) is prepared to switch all the main
components of a refrigeration systems, like compressor, defrost resistance, door resistance (to eliminate
condensation on door glass), condenser and evaporator fans, and lights. SWU is also prepared to independently
measure the AC voltage and electrical current through each load. Temperature sensors inside the cabinet and near
the compressor (niche and condenser temperatures) are measured by the SWU, so it is capable to operate as a single
thermostat, even without connectivity or without the existence of the second controller. The second controller, to be
identified from now as DCU (Data and Connectivity Unit) measures some relevant temperatures near the evaporator
and mainly collects all the readings from all sensors (temperatures and loads from the SWU). The DCU organizes
the data set, stores it in a local memory and sends a pack of information every few minutes to the cloud platform. It
is important to say that the connectivity with the Internet is not always reliable and cheap, therefore, it is reasonable
to run all high frequency logics locally and send only processed data to the cloud.
Figure 3 illustrates the main temperatures that are sensed as per this proposal. It is noticeable that the number of
temperature spots is higher when compared to conventional thermostats that usually measure the internal cabinet and
the evaporator only. It is understood that the benefits of having more temperatures may overcome the additional
costs with these additional sensors. The same can be said for the higher number of load switches with their
individual current sensors. This entire extended configuration put few limits to the development of logics and
algorithms, nevertheless, the number of sensors might be reduced as the data analytics capabilities evolve to detect
failures or other events.
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Figure 3: Main electronic controllers and temperature sensors of a system with the proposed IoT solution

4. RESULTS FROM THE PILOT TEST
A pilot test with prototypes was conducted between first quarter of 2017 and first quarter of 2018. A total of 80
refrigeration systems where prepared and installed throughout Brazil, half of them located in south region and half
spread in-between São Paulo and the central region of the country. The systems were mostly dedicated to ice-cream
storage and a smaller number to beverage. The PoS were selected by some brands in order to quantify the results and
opportunities. The prototype systems were installed in large supermarkets, small neighborhood markets, bakeries,
restaurants, bars, gas stations, etc. The diversity of PoS brought different ambient and usage conditions that helped
the project to understand real life particularities, contributing to the evolution of the platform. Some real cases were
selected to illustrate the possibilities of the platform in failure detection, reduction of energy consumption and
misuse of the refrigeration system in the PoS.

4.1 Functionality failures - Compressor
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Figure 4a: Compressor failure and compressor power
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Figure 4b: Compressor failure and cabinet temperature

Figures 4a and 4b show part of the data collected during a compressor failure in one of the prototype systems. The
plots were built using the data collected once per minute. It is a practical example of failure detection by an
algorithm that monitors changes in the behavior of a refrigeration system using the variables listed in Equation (1).

CompFAIL ( TCAB , VAC , ICOMP , StFAIL , tEVAL ) = [ TRUE , FALSE ]
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An algorithm running on the electronic control sends to the platform a compressor failure alert (Comp FAIL = TRUE)
when all of the following situations are present within a time interval t EVAL: there is no current being feed to the
compressor (ICOMP) by the SWU controller, a high number of unsuccessful starting attempts (St FAIL) is observed, the
AC supply voltage VAC is present and the cabinet temperature T CAB is increasing above the upper limit of
temperature setpoint. In this concretization example, there is no specific logic to detect the root cause of the
compressor failure, but it delivers the minimum information to help the service team with an earlier diagnostic.
Further intelligence could be implemented in a case like this, by turning off the defrost cycles after the failure is
detected. As can be seen in figure 4b, there was an unnecessary defrost cycle after the failure, adding more heat
inside the cabinet and reducing the time that the service team had to save the refrigerated products.
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Figure 5a: Defrost resistance failure
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Figure 5b: Cabinet temperature response to the failure
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Figure 5c: Compressor not cycling due to ice formation
Figures 5a, 5b and 5c show a field failure of the defrost cycle. The proposed platform detected the absence of defrost
and sent an alert to service team in the second day. Service team, in this case, did not prioritize the visit to the PoS,
probably because the temperature of the cabinet was right even days after the failure alert. Anyway, it is a good
example of how unnoticed a failure can be in the current non connected conditions. In that case, the original defrost
failure would not be noticed by the PoS, and service team would probably be called eight days after the failure. That
case occurred with beverage cooling, but if it were ice-cream, the chances of load loss would be relevant.
In a concretization example, the local algorithm running on the electronic control sends a defrost failure alert to the
platform based on the variables of Equation (2).

DefFAIL ( TCAB , TEVAP , IDEF , tEVAL ) = [ TRUE , FALSE ]

(2)

This failure alert (DefFAIL = TRUE) is triggered when all of the following situations are present within a time
interval TEVAL: there is no current being feed to the defrost circuit (I DEF) by the SWU controller during a defined
defrost cycle, the cabinet temperature T CAB is not reaching the upper values previously recorded during a successful
defrost, and the evaporator temperature T EVAP does not change as expected during a defrost cycle.
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Figure 6: Sequence of events that characterizes a condenser fan failure
Figure 6 has three monitored variables, compressor and condenser fan power and the cabinet temperature. The
figure shows a single sequence of events that happened several times in the field, with a period of days between the
occurrences, each occurrence taking no more than one hour. Here, the cabinet temperature increased because the
compressor turned-off by its thermal protector, but the root cause was identified as the condenser fan going off when
it should be on. After field service, it was confirmed that the failure was a poor electrical contact inside a quite old
fan. That case exemplifies how useful the proposed platform can be when telling the service team the exact causes
and even what component to change prior going to the field.

4.2 Ambient and system inefficiencies
Probably the most common event related to the ambient where the commercial refrigeration system is installed, is
the energy faults, at least during the pilot conducted in Brazil. Power supply failure is responsible for expressive
product losses for the brands, once the service teams are not always able to reach the PoS before the product
temperature reached critical values that can destroy the quality. The simple example illustrated in Figure 7 shows a
real situation of energy fault, where the ice-cream freezer was 50 minutes off and the temperature reached critical
values. The connected system and platform can follow the rise of the cabinet temperature and send to the service
team, the time they have to reach the PoS and save the load. In that case, the time to reach -8C (assumed as critical
temperature) was only 35minutes, because the freezer was practically empty. Usually this time is within the range of
few hours.
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Figure 7: Energy fault and the estimated time to save the load inside the freezer
Figures 8a and 8b show another situation that was found during the pilot and related to the quality of the energy
supply. In that case, there was an energy fault due to a storm by the end of the day. After the end of the energy fault,
the AC voltage supplied to the freezer returned with unstable values, varying between 50 and 150Vac. Even with the
voltage instability, the compressor was able to keep the cabinet temperature in negative values during almost 12
hours. In a connected platform, this situation would trigger an alert to the service team not only after the energy
fault, but after verifying that the voltage fluctuation was excessive and unacceptable to guarantee the product
quality.
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Figures 9a and 9b show the compressor behavior for a very common horizontal freezer for ice-cream. The data
shows that the compressor was running continuously during several days, never turning off by the thermostat. That
real case is an example of how a compressor can be undersized to a certain application. These data was collected in
summer, but with a mild temperature of approximately 26C during the night (when room temperature is higher
once the PoS air conditioning is off). It is certain that this system will not be able to keep the cabinet temperature
below -20C during warmer conditions, when higher capacity will be demanded because of higher room temperature
and also to deal with the higher frequency of door openings that are expected due to higher sale rate of the products.
Anyway, it is clear that the compressor does not have margin to deliver more cooling capacity. All that can be
detected by a cloud algorithm that analyses the system behavior, crossing cabinet data with climatic info.
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Figure 9a: Compressor continuously ON
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Figure 9b: Cabinet temperature fluctuations

In a concretization example, an algorithm to identify if a refrigeration system is operating with undesired low
cooling capacity can be executed in the cloud environment using the information listed in Equation (3). The
necessity to run it in the cloud is related to the large quantity of data that is used, usually collected for several days
or weeks.

CCapINDEX ( TCAB , TAMB , CompDC , tEVAL ) = [ 0 , 1 ]

(3)

In this concretization example, a cooling capacity index CCap INDEX is created based on the daily of weekly analysis
of these variables collected from the refrigeration system: the cabinet and the room temperature T CAB and TAMB, the
compressor duty cycle CompDC and time interval TEVAL. After some evaluation period, an estimative of the cooling
capacity margin is defined based on the average ambient and use conditions of the refrigeration system. The cooling
capacity index is equivalent to the cooling capacity margin to deal with worst conditions (warmer days or high
demands during the weekend), where 0 (zero) means it won’t be able to keep the temperature below critical values
and 1 (one) means it can always deliver the best temperature. Note that this logic is not intended to point out
oversized cooling capacity, but it could be done using the same inputs considered to Ccap INDEX.
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4.3 Energy consumption adjusted to application
Having the capability of sending data from the cloud to the connected refrigeration systems, it is possible to change
the parameters of each system according to their type, use regime, type of PoS, etc. The results shown in Figure 10
were obtained from a vertical freezer for ice-cream. In that case, three interferences were done after some days
analyzing the regular working conditions of the system at the PoS. The use regime was identified, times of opening
and closing of the PoS were set and a load switching logic was implemented in the embedded electronic control. The
regime adopted to the days 9 to 15 in Figure 10 consisted of turning off the lights and the resistance that avoids
condensation on the glass door between 10pm and 5am, period that the PoS was closed. Additionally, the
temperature setpoint was changed from -24C to -21C during the night. All these interferences drop the
consumption by 18.8%, from 15.4 to 12.5kWh per day. Most of it was due to the door resistance, and less due to
compressor and lights. The proposed platform is prepared to automatically identify the PoS behavior and set the
loads on/off parameters to save energy through the intelligent use of the refrigeration system.
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Figure 10: Energy consumption before and after the adjustment of system parameters by the proposed platform

5. CONCLUSIONS
The platform and the extensive experiment with real life situations brought a deeper understanding of what happens
in the final end of the commercial refrigeration chain. The complete solution, going from sensors to a cloud
algorithm set a new board of opportunities to offer practical to complex solutions to several current inefficiencies
found by the brands and other stakeholders of the chain. Going from a simple warning about an energy fault to a
more specific case like the failure of a condenser fan, all the possibilities rely on data from the local sensors. The
platform is expandable and flexible in a way that all the massive quantities of data can be used to run more complex
algorithms, to do statistics evaluations, find correlations, predict situations, etc. To reach the current maturity level,
several obstacles have been overcome, like the definition of reliable sensors, the design of complex electronics, the
search for a simple and reliable connectivity solution, the cloud structure in line with the best IoT practices, etc.
With all this new info and intelligence delivered to the players (like the brands), a new set of good problems is
created. For example, service teams will have to act faster and no more reactively; the system and components
manufacturers can have real life info and feedback their R&D and quality teams to solve issues and improve their
products; the relationship with the PoS tend to be more open, without margin to false service callings or sabotage;
the brand will have more control of what is happening with their systems and products, and will increase the time of
product availability to the final consumer. There are several solutions to track temperature and even to geolocate a
refrigeration system, but the solution shortly presented in this paper has broader capabilities that put a new reference
in the opportunities horizon. With data and the right knowledge of the cold chain, lots of research and development
demands are to come.
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NOMENCLATURE
IoT
PoS
CompFAIL
DefFAIL
TCAB
TEVAP
TAMB
VAC
ICOMP
IDEF
CompDC
StFAIL
CCapINDEX
tEVAL

Internet of Things
Point of Sales
Compressor failure status
Defrost failure status
Internal temperature of a refrigeration equipment
Evaporator temperature in a refrigeration equipment
Room temperature where refrigeration equipment is installed
Alternated current voltage supply
Electrical current through compressor
Electrical current through defrost element
Compressor duty cycle - running time per refrigeration cycle
Number of compressor starting attempts
Index proportional to the available cooling capacity of a system
Evaluation period

(–)
(–)
(True, False)
(True, False)
(C)
(C)
(C)
(V)
(A)
(A)
(–)
(–)
(%)
(time)
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